
Hunger Project 

 
When everyone assembled at 8:00 am the kitchen, the phrase “too many cooks can spoil the broth” 

instantly came to our mind. After seeing how crowded the kitchen was, Chandran sir asked some 

of the students to leave the room and then on began the cooking, mixing, chopping with a touch 

of Delhi’s heat. Our class had decided to make ‘kadhi pakora and chawal’, everyone helped out 

and performed their duties. We started the preparation at 8:00 am and everything was done by9:55 

am and by 10 we were all in the bus, heading toward AIMS hospital. 
 Everyone was assigned some duty; some maintained the crowd, while others spoke to the people. 

A certain number of people were also assigned to distribute the food. Not to sound boastful but 

our distribution couldn’t have been any better. What I truly appreciate is the cohesiveness of the 

class. The hunger project was a success precisely due to this reason. 
One of the many reasons that our school does hunger project, apart from giving our due to society 

is to teach kids about management skills and how to be organized and placid during the most 

stressful and heated situations. 
It is at the core of human philosophy to help those who are in need of it. Our school has always 

adhered to this policy. Therefore it is no surprise that our school tries to inculcate the universal 

values of humanity in children, through hunger projects. Since we all our from humanities stream, 

it becomes extremely imperative for us to promulgate the values and ideals that are central to our 

society. Equality should not remain a buzzword to be used and misused, it should be a reality. 
The memory of this project will always remain etched in our hearts; for these memories will remind 

us of the good things that we had learn. They will serve as a firm foundation for us to continue 

acts of goodness and compassion, despite all the bad that refuses to leave our social realms. 
At last, on behalf of the humanities section we would like to extend our gratitude to people without 

whom this project could’ve not been a success. A big thank you to Koshi Ma’am for her 

guidance, to Jacob sir for believing in our potential ,to Jigyasa Ma’am for her love and support, to 

Chandran Sir and Raj aunty for bringing their culinary skills into action and to Reena Ma’am for 

her guidance and support. 
Not to forget our hardworking boys:- Kapeesh, Yashank etc. for diligently working towards 

making this project a success. Thank You boys! Your hard work is really appreciated. Last but not 

the least a warm thank you to driver uncle for helping us to reach our destination. 
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